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Abstract 

This thesis aims to identify key value drivers in the airline industry. The objective was to 

analyze the effect key value drivers have on the total return to shareholders as well as their 

impact on the gross margin. For the analysis, we constructed a panel dataset consisting of 24 

airlines from 2010 through 2019. The analysis results suggest that the selected value drivers 

have contrasting effects on the total return and the gross margin. Highlighting the important 

distinction academics, investors, and airline managers have to make when considering an 

appropriate measure on financial performance in the airline industry. Our findings suggest that 

an increase in the passenger yield has a statistically significant and substantial effect on total 

return to shareholders and should be considered a key value driver in the airline industry. 

Multiple factors in our analysis showed a statistically significant effect on the gross margin, 

with the results indicating that airlines can improve upon their gross margin by increasing their 

ESG grade as well as benefiting from using an older fleet. An increase in the passenger yield, 

as well as fleet heterogeneity, negatively impacted the gross margin of the airlines analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 

Airlines play an essential role in the world economy in the context of travel and tourism, with 

approximately 4.3 billion transported passengers globally in 2018, a 6.4% increase from the 

previous year (ICAO, 2018). Consequently, the airline industry‘s participation in financial 

markets is substantial, with shares of leading companies traded daily on stock exchanges 

worldwide. The airline industry is considered one of the riskiest sectors to invest in due to its 

high volatility and the significant effect market cycles and crises have on airline stock prices 

(Sato, 2013). Recently the airline industry has felt a dramatic drop in passenger air transport 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic, with many countries opting to restrict access to their borders as 

a safety measure. Historical economic crises have acted as an equalizer for the airline industry. 

Shocks in demand for airline services have stress-tested big incumbent firms and allowed 

smaller firms to make bold choices that could put them ahead. Due to the industry‘s high level 

of competition, various business models operate within the sector. Some have emerged from 

difficult economic situations in the industry. The most recent being the long-haul low-cost 

(LHLC) business model, with 15 LHLC airlines launched since 2012 (CAPA, 2017). The 

origin of the model is thought to have originated from the airline industry’s crisis that followed 

the terrorist attack on September 11th, 2001 (Wensveen & Leick, 2009). The model somewhat 

expands the short-haul low-cost model, which has proven to be profitable over the last few 

years. 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the key value drivers in the airline industry with an 

additional focus on the LHLC business model. The objective is to determine the effects and 

importance these key value drivers have on the financial performance of airlines. The 

additional focus was aimed to determine what factors significantly vary in effect and 

importance between the LHLC business model and other business models.  

In an analysis of factors determining international airlines’ profitability, Antoniou (1992) 

selects the operating profit margin (OPRM) as the dependant variable. However, David (2007), 

argues that margins are not the best way to measure an airline's financial performance. Instead, 

he suggests that the measure that counts is the total shareholder return. The reason being that 

investors should not celebrate high margins if they are not getting high relative returns on their 

capital invested. To analyze the key value drivers of airlines, we use the total return as the 

dependant variable in our analysis. Measuring the effect on total return serves the purpose of 

this thesis as it directly affects airlines’ value rather than analyzing the impact on margins. 
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However, there is a substantial amount of literature analyzing the relationship between factors 

and airlines’ margins (Antoniou, 1992; Taneja, 1981), so to be able to compare our results with 

previous literature, we also analyze the effects selected factors have on the gross margin. 

When selecting the independent variables, we relied on previous literature and included factors 

that have consistently been reported to influence airlines’ financial performance. De Poret et 

al. (2015) reports that passenger, ancillary, cargo revenue, and the load factor were vital to the 

financial viability of the LHLC business model. They also included fuel consumption as a cost 

driver in their revenue-cost model analysis. We build on their analysis and include the load 

factor, ancillary and cargo revenue, and fuel consumption in our analysis. Antoniou (1992) 

found that passenger load factors, the share of capacity-related costs, fleet age, the population 

share of passenger traffic, and total ton-km available were found to be the most significant in 

the determination of profitability for international airlines. Zuidberg (2014) found that airlines 

operating newer aircraft have higher operating costs per aircraft movement. Thus we found it 

essential to include the weighted average age of the fleet age in our analysis. However, we 

could not include factors such as capacity-related costs and population share of passenger 

traffic due to data restrictions. Brüggen & Klose (2010) investigated the effect of fleet 

commonality and fleet size on the operating performance of low-cost airlines and showed that 

fleet commonality is positively associated with operating performance and fleet size positively 

affects this relationship. Thus, we found it vital to include fleet size and fleet heterogeneity in 

our analysis.  

This thesis contributes to the existing literature in terms of usage of more recent data, as well 

as analyzing the impact of factors on the total return to shareholders to distinguish key value 

drivers in the airline industry. The addition of the environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 

grade as a possible key value driver is new to the literature in this context. The findings have 

implications for airline managers from a managerial perspective as to what factors airlines 

should focus their recourses to improve upon. As well as equity and debt investors from a 

fundamental analysis perspective as to which factors have a significant effect on returns and 

financial performance. 

Using panel data spanning from 2010-2019 on 24 airlines worldwide from the Refinitiv Eikon 

database and publicly available annual reports, we ran a generalized least squares (GLS) 

regression analysis on two dependant variables, total return, and gross margin. The independent 

variables in the regressions were: load factor, yield, ancillary and cargo revenue, a LHLC 

dummy variable, ESG grade, fuel consumption, the weighted average age of the fleet, 
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heterogeneity of the fleet, and the size of the fleet. We also included the total population and 

the yearly GDP growth percentage of the airline’s origin country as general economic control 

factors. We also ran regressions using interaction terms between the LHLC dummy variable 

and the aforementioned variables to analyze if these factors significantly vary in effect and 

importance for the LHLC business model.  

Model 1 has the gross margin percent as the dependent variable and boasts of six statistically 

significant variables. The adjusted R2 of model 1 was 0.6684, which can be considered 

relatively high and suggests that the model explains 66.84% of the variation in the gross 

margin. Model 2 has total return to shareholders as the dependent variable and has four 

statistically significant variables. Model 2 has an adjusted R2 of 0.1072, which indicates that 

the model explains 10.72% of the variation in the total return. For the 24 airlines analyzed from 

2010 through 2019, our results indicate that the load factor positively affected both the gross 

margin and the total return. However, the effect was not statistically significant in either case. 

The evidence suggests that the yield had a negative effect on gross margin, statistically 

significant at a 1% significance level. In contrast, the yield had a statistically significant 

positive effect on the total return to shareholders at a 5% significance level. The yield refers to 

the average amount of revenue generated per paying passenger flown in one kilometer. The 

size of fleet had a negative effect on the gross margin but a positive effect on the total return to 

shareholders. The relationship was not statistically significant in either case. The LHLC 

dummy variable had a relatively large positive, statistically significant effect at a 1% 

significance level on the gross margin as well as having a positive effect on the total return, 

however, the relationship was not statistically significant. This would be somewhat surprising 

since LHLC airlines have, on average, performed worse compared to other business models in 

recent years. However, the LHLC airlines in our dataset are most likely subject to bias as they 

are the only four publicly listed LHLC airlines. They happen to have been operating longer 

than the average LHLC airline as the model is relatively young. This would most likely not be 

the case if private LHLC airlines were taken into account in the analysis, as multiple LHLC 

airlines have had significant losses in recent years (Denby, 2020). The weighted average age 

of airlines’ fleet had a statistically significant positive effect at a 1% significance level on the 

gross margin. Contrastingly, the weighted average age of fleet reported a negative relationship 

with the total return, the relationship in that case was not significant. The reported ESG grade 

had a statistically significant positive effect at a 1% significance level on the gross margin, but 

contrastingly had a negative effect on the total return, however, the relationship was not 
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significant. The ESG grade is based on self-reported information in the environmental, social, 

and governance pillars, signalling how well a company performs when it comes to 

sustainability factors. Ancillary and cargo revenue had a statistically insignificant positive 

effect on the gross margin but negatively affected the total return, statistically significant at a 

5% significance level. Fuel consumption reported a positive effect on the gross margin and a 

negative effect on total return, neither relationship was statistically significant. The 

heterogeneity of airlines’ fleet had a statistically significant negative effect at a 1% significance 

level on the gross margin but had a statistically significant positive effect on the total return at 

a 10% significance level. The load factor, GDP, and the LHLC dummy variable were the only 

factors with a consistent relationship with the dependent variable in both models. This 

highlights the important distinction investors, managers, and debt holders of airlines have to 

make when deciding whether the total return to shareholders or margins measure an airline's 

financial performance. The load factor refers to passenger demand relative to available seats in 

a flight. 

This thesis is structured as follows: it starts with an overview of the definitions and key 

differences of business models in the airline industry, as well as going over the regulatory 

environment in the aviation industry and how it may affect key value drivers (section 2). In 

section 3, we review empirical findings and develop our hypotheses. Section 3 is followed with 

an overview of the data and methodology used in the study. There we list the variables used in 

the analysis and the models’ specification (section 4). We present the results of the analysis in 

section 5. Finally, the conclusion and discussion is presented in section 6. 

2. Literature Review 

 2.1 Business Models in the Airline Industry 

The literature is inconclusive on what is considered a long-haul route and how a low-cost 

carrier is defined (Soyk et al., 2017). Daft & Albers (2012) comment on the difficulty of the 

distinction between short and long-haul flights. They decided to rely on industry conventions 

that define long-haul routes as routes with a length of more than 3000 km that cannot be 

operated by standard narrow-body aircraft. Soyk et al. (2017) choose to define a long-haul 

route as routes longer than 4000km. Wensveen & Leick (2009) opt to define long-haul routes 

not in kilometers as short-haul carriers are inherently different from long-haul carriers 

regarding crew and security requirements, airport facilities, and aircraft size. The association 
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of European Airlines (AEA) defines short-medium and long-haul routes. Their definition is 

based on geographical parts of the world. Long-haul flights are defined as flights from Europe 

to all cross Atlantic countries, sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and Australasia. It does not include 

North Africa or the middle east, which are classified as medium-haul. This definition is used 

several times in the literature (Francis et al., 2007) (Morrell, 2008). We will be relying on 

CAPA’s definition of what constitutes a LHLC airline. By doing so, we eliminate possible 

outliers, shortcomings caused by a faulty dataset and go in accordance with previous literature 

such as Davorin et al. (2016). CAPA does not publish their exact criteria for what they consider 

to be a LHLC operation. They mention, however, that in 2018 there were 21 LHLC airlines 

operating wide-body aircrafts. They, therefore, exclude any low-cost carriers operating only 

narrow-body aircraft. They also mention that a few of these airlines are operating routes of five 

to six hours, meeting some definitions of long-haul routes. (CAPA, 2018). 

As previously mentioned, the definition of what can be considered as a low-cost airline, the 

literature is also inconclusive. The European Union describes low-cost carriers (LCC) as 

airlines that concentrate on cutting costs in order to gain price leadership in their market. They 

operate a homogenous high-density fleet in order to reduce fuel, maintenance, staff, and 

overhead costs. LCCs reduce their ground times and delays by operating in secondary airports 

and focusing on point-to-point flights, excluding any connecting flights, as well as a free 

seating policy that encourages quicker boarding in order to maximize the number of daily block 

hours and aircraft utilization. The LCCs‘ initial focus was on short-haul trips, but due to 

increased competition, some LCCs have been moving into medium and long-haul markets. 

Ryanair and Easyjet are examples of LCCs that moved from short-haul to medium-haul 

services (Reichmuth et al., 2008).  

The airline industry is considered risky and prone to overall market swings; thus, it is beneficial 

for airlines to have flexible business models to adapt to the changing scenery in the industry. 

The LHLC business model can trace its origins to the airline crisis that originated from the 

terrorist attack on September 11th, 2001. The industry went into survival mode, and many 

airlines focused on cutting costs in any way possible such as outsourcing, downsizing 

management, and reducing flight amenities. Aer Lingus, for example, went from being a 

regular legacy carrier with no competitive advantage to focusing on being a LHLC airline. 

Airline strategy has historically been driven by consumer demand, and airlines have had to 

adjust to consumers‘ changing behavior and lifestyle. Many new challenges are arising to those 

who seek to run a profitable LHLC airline. Besides the LHLC business model being a relatively 
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new ideology in the airline industry, technology has shifted leverage into the consumers‘ hands. 

This creates an advantage for airlines using more innovative and modern business models, 

shifting customers from the traditional network carriers (Wensveen & Leick, 2009). 

A common definition of a LHLC airline is the operation of a point-to-point network that 

separates LHLC airlines from the common hub-and-spoke network used by charter airlines. 

Point-to-point airlines target non-connecting customers with a more decentral network, while 

hub-and-spoke airlines enable connecting passengers to connect between flights out of their 

hubs. It has proven challenging for LHLC airlines to enable passengers to connect their flights 

since they must often price their connecting flights at marginal costs, which can be considerably 

lower than the sum of the two individual flights’ prices. (Soyk et al., 2017). Soyk et al. (2017) 

also mention unbundling of services and no-frills as key characteristics of the LHLC business 

model’s low-cost part. Unbundling of services refers to a pricing scheme where the ticket is 

sold separately from add-ons such as a seat reservation, luggage, and food or drink options. No 

frills refer to a business model that focuses on one-way fares and excludes all on-board services 

such as food and drinks, in-flight entertainment, and checked luggage. Francis et al. (2007) 

disputed this definition. Passengers may be less likely to accept the cutting of these services on 

long-haul flights. On the other hand, more recent literature sees this as a key characteristic of 

the LHLC business model (De Poret et al., 2015). Whyte & Lohmann (2015) emphasize the 

importance of secondary airports as a characteristic of LHLC business models, even though 

secondary airports may not always have the facilities required for long-haul flying, many 

passengers need major airports to self-connect from other flights. Other characteristics of the 

LHLC business model defined in the literature feature single class cabins, high seat density, 

high labor productivity, low distribution costs, low passenger service costs, extensive 

outsourcing, and low unit costs (Rodríguez & O’Connell, 2018).  

Whyte and Lohmann (2015) review the difference between the main elements of the short-haul 

low-cost and the LHLC airlines. There are similarities between the models. Both operate point-

to-point with no baggage, interlining or transfers, ticketless check-in, direct online booking, 

extensive outsourcing, target leisure-, time- and price-sensitive business travellers, and focus 

mainly on flying. However, long-haul might gain an advantage from cargo transportation. The 

most apparent dissimilarity is the length of the flight which separates the two models. However, 

long-haul airlines opt for long-range, fuel-efficient airplanes such as the Boeing 787, Boeing 

77ER, or Airbus A330-300, while short-haul airlines use regional, high seat-density airplanes 

such as the Boeing 737 or Airbus A320. 
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Short-haul airlines mainly use secondary airports, while long-haul airlines might need to opt 

for the major airports for the hub and spoke traffic for customers to self-connect. Long-haul 

airlines usually have two separate class segmentations, while short-haul airlines fly single class 

only. 

Rodríguez & O’Connell (2018) conducted expert interviews in their paper examining whether 

the LHLC business model could eventually replace the common charter business model. 

Charter airlines have also been called holiday carriers due to their focus on the transportation 

of tourists. They achieve low costs per seat mile by having a homogenous fleet and focusing 

on point-to-point flights similar to LCCs. However, charter airlines differ from LCCs by 

offering onboard services such as food, drinks, and in-flight entertainment. The biggest 

difference between charter airlines and LCCs is their yield management and network 

operations. LCCs follow an increasing price curve, while charter airlines charge average cost 

prices with seasonal discounts or surcharges. Charter airlines have an advantage of 

holidaymakers staying a week or longer at their destinations, allowing them to concentrate the 

demand to their destinations on a few flights per week (Reichmuth et al., 2008).  Rodríguez & 

O’Connell (2018) came up with different characteristics which separate the charter model from 

the LHLC business model. Charter airlines offer a horizontally integrated, fully inclusive 

holiday package, but LHLC airlines do not. Charter airlines also offer destination expertise 

followed by their Air Travel Organiser Licence affiliation (ATOL). This comes from the fact 

that charter airlines are often owned by tour operators like the TUI Group, which in 2018 

operated 140 aircraft, 300 hotels, and 14 cruise ships worldwide. Thus, they have historically 

had an advantage through economies of scale by seamlessly integrated travel, reducing risk 

across the enterprise. This is a significant advantage over other airline business models, such 

as the LHLC model. The experts interviewed by Rodríguez and O’Connell had the opinion that 

passengers would indeed prefer the all-inclusive travel packages offered by tour operators to 

long-haul destinations.  

Another popular business model in the airline industry is the full-service network carrier. It is 

defined as an airline that focuses on onboard and pre-flight services, having 2-4 different 

service classes and connecting flights. Full-service network carriers are often referred to as 

legacy carriers or hub-and-spoke airlines. Their fleet has a range of aircraft types from small 

regional feeder aircraft to long-range wide-body aircraft since their network ranges from 

domestic and international flights. In many European countries, the national carrier operates as 

a full-service network carrier. Although they are privatized to some extent, most European 
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countries still show interest in their respective national carrier.  Airlines such as Air France and 

Lufthansa are examples of full-service network carriers (Reichmuth et al., 2008).  

 

2.2 Regulatory environment in the aviation industry 

Since the early 1980s, the airline industry has been substantially liberalized. As deregulation 

and liberalization processes advance, the global airline industry gets increasingly exposed to 

the pressures of the marketplace (Oum & Yu, 1998). Laws and regulations play a vital role in 

preserving safety for passengers and crew members on board. Mandatory rest time for pilots 

and crewmembers and costly safety measures might affect an airline‘s financial performance. 

It is vital to look into regulatory requirements when assessing the key value drivers, especially 

when analyzing the possible difference in effect and importance value drivers have on the 

LHLC business. For short-haul markets, these requirements are relatively easy to follow. In 

short-haul markets, the same crew members can often fly non-stop back-and-forth between 

destinations, thus saving the airline living and accommodation expenses. There are limitations 

to hours crew members can fly until a program manager has to opt for an augmented flight 

crew. An augmented flight crew is a crew that comprises more than the minimum number 

required to operate the airplane. Each flight crew member can leave his or her assigned post 

and be replaced by another appropriately qualified flight crew member for the purpose of in-

flight rest. Adding an additional staff member to the onboard crew can be costly and affect 

value drivers differently in the LHLC model compared to airlines operating in short-haul 

markets. Regulations that affect the mandatory rest time might inflict an additional cost of 

overnight accommodation and other living expenses for crew members. This has the effect that 

labor cost does not have a linear relationship with flight time, possibly rendering some routes 

economically unviable due to regulations. 

2.2.1 Rest requirements, USA 

According to US Federal Regulations (GENERAL OPERATING AND FLIGHT RULES. 14: 

Aeronautics and Space. §91.1057, 2021). During any 24 consecutive hours, the total flight time 

of the assigned flight, may not exceed 8 hours for a flight crew consisting of one pilot; or 10 

hours for a flight crew consisting of two pilots. No program manager may assign any flight 

crewmember, and no flight crewmember may accept an assignment if that crewmember‘s flight 

time or duty period will exceed, or rest time will be less than displayed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Mandatory Rest Time - US Federal Regulations 

 

Rest time    Normal duty Extension of flight time 

 

Minimum Rest Immediately Before Duty 

 

10 Hours 

 

10 Hours. 

Duty Period Up to 14 Hours Up to 14 Hours. 

Flight Time For 1 Pilot Up to 8 Hours Exceeding 8 Hours up to 9 Hours. 

Flight Time For 2 Pilots Up to 10 Hours Exceeding 10 Hours up to 12 Hours. 

Minimum After Duty Rest 10 Hours 12 Hours. 

Minimum After Duty Rest Period for 

Multi-Time Zone Flights 

14 Hours 18 Hours. 

 

In the case of long-haul flights, the use of augmented flight crews is often required. US federal 

regulations around augmented flight crews differ slightly. Regulations for augmented flight 

crews differ in the fact that no program manager may assign any pilot to an augmented crew 

unless the program manager ensures adequate sleeping facilities are installed on the aircraft for 

the pilots and no more than 8 hours of flight deck duty is accrued in any 24 consecutive hours. 

The installation of adequate sleeping facilities affects the passenger capacity, which is 

considered vital for LHLC airlines' financial performance. Thus these regulations possibly 

affect LHLC airlines differently than other airlines. No program manager may assign any flight 

crewmember, and no flight crewmember may accept an assignment if that crewmember‘s flight 

time or duty period will exceed, or rest time will be less than as is shown in Table 2. These 

regulatory restrictions affect cost factors such as labor costs and value drivers such as the 

average route length, frequency of flights, and aircraft utilization differently depending on the 

airline's business model. Due to their global nature, air transport activities must be regulated in 

accordance with international standards. Thus regulations differ only slightly between 

countries (Yadav & Nikraz, 2014).  

 

Table 2: Mandatory rest time, Augmented crew - US. Federal Regulations 

 

Rest time    3-Pilot crew 4-Pilot crew 

 

Minimum Rest Immediately Before Duty 

 

10 Hours 

 

10 Hours 
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Duty Period Up to 16 Hours Up to 18 Hours 

Flight Time Up to 12 Hours Up to 16 Hours 

Minimum After Duty Rest 12 Hours 18 Hours 

Minimum After Duty Rest Period for 

Multi-Time Zone Flights 

18 hours 24 hours 

 

2.2.2 Implications of the regulatory environment 

A pre-determined fixed set of requirements does not provide the flexibility required for 

continuous improvement of the system. Most civil aviation authorities in the world use, 

similarly to the US regulations mentioned above, a fixed hourly limit flight time and duty 

periods of flight crew (Yadav & Nikraz, 2014; Benjamin, 2010). This approach has the 

advantage of providing clear-cut limits, but it is not necessarily a one-size-fits-all solution. 

Therefore, it is rarely the most efficient or cost-effective method of managing the fatigue-

related risks of any single specific airplane fleet or route structure. This structure means that 

the regulations will undoubtedly affect airlines’ differently depending on their business model 

due to inherent differences in route length and frequency of flights. Additionally, these 

regulatory limitations on duty period and rest time have in most cases been based on industrial 

agreements than on science related to how fatigue affects performance and safety. As a result, 

this did not guarantee a measurable safety outcome. However, due to the nature of the 

regulations, they are not very complex and easy to comply with. (Yadav & Nikraz, 2014).  

3. Empirical findings & Hypothesis Development 

Operating margins have been a popular way to measure the financial performance of airlines 

in the literature, for example, in an analysis of factors determining international airlines’ 

profitability, Antoniou (1992) selects the operating profit margin (OPRM) as the dependant 

variable. He considered the OPRM as the less flawed measure of profitability. It allows for 

cross-sectional comparisons between airlines that differ in ways such as country of origin, 

amortization policies, tax laws, different capital gains and losses regulations, and different 

foreign exchange operations. While interest payments and other non-operating items may 

represent a significant portion of operating profits for many international airlines, there is no 

evidence suggesting that operating and net profits are not subject to the same operating factors. 

OPRM is usually under the airlines’ more direct control and can be interpreted as the marginal 

profitability of revenue (Antoniou, 1992; Taneja, 1981).  
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David (2007), argues that margins are not the best way to measure low-cost airline profits. He 

quotes Michael Levine, a former executive vice president at Northwest airlines, that the airline 

industry has historically not been run like most businesses, aiming to get a return on capital 

invested. Instead, he compares it to an elaborate version of a railroad business, where the main 

goal is to make enough money to buy more equipment. Roger claims that not much has changed 

in the industry since 1996 and states that this could have severe industry implications. Instead 

of measuring an airline’s financial performance on margins, he suggests that the measure that 

really counts is the total shareholder return. He states that businesses exist to create value for 

the company’s shareholders. Thus, investors should not celebrate high margins if they are not 

getting high relative returns on their capital invested. Lower-cost airlines such as Ryanair and 

AirasiaX generally have among the industry’s best profit margins but poor asset returns. 

EasyJet, a competitive airline, has historically had higher total costs and lower margins, but 

still, EasyJet has produced a higher total shareholder return than both of the above-mentioned 

peers. Return on assets (ROA) does not necessarily equal returns to shareholders due to factors 

such as debt, taxes, etc. There is at least a correlation between ROA and returns to shareholders, 

which is lacking for the operating profit margin. 

De Poret et al. (2015) generated a revenue-cost model to test the LHLC business model‘s 

financial viability. They carried out a cost study supplemented with a sensitivity analysis that 

accounted for the variation in fuel price and demand. In their revenue analysis, they assessed 

three areas that they considered vital, passenger, ancillary, and cargo revenue. De Poret et al. 

focused on data relevant for an aircraft operating to long-haul destinations, utilization, fuel 

consumption, payloads, and main aircraft-related costs. These variables were then calculated 

using the Integrated Cost Analysis (ICA) system from Boeing using a European long-range 

cost structure. The ICA simulation model from Boeing has access to the operating cost data of 

all of Boeing‘s customer aircraft, including ownership, flight crew, maintenance, catering, 

insurance, and the variable operational costs. Their general results indicate that airport costs 

are a pivotal cost driver if a LHLC airline is to be successful, as well as good control over fuel 

costs, pointing out that fuel hedging could counter future price hikes. Their revenue results 

depended on a load factor of 80 percent, with the fuel price at $3.095 per gallon. They state 

that for an airline to position itself as low-cost, their ticket fares have to be 30 percent lower 

than the fares offered by network airlines.  

Zuidberg (2014) set out to find cost economies in the airline market by doing an econometric 

analysis based on operational and financial data from airlines‘ annual reports as well as network 
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data. He uses a parametric approach to estimate the effects of airline operating costs using data 

that ranged from 2007-2010 using 59 airlines. His results indicated that there are indeed 

significant economies of density in the airline market as well as economies of the load factor 

but excludes the evidence of economies of scale or economies of stage length. Other interesting 

insights from the econometric analysis include higher operating costs per aircraft movement 

for airlines that are in an airline alliance, airlines that operate multiple hubs instead of a single 

hub or even zero hubs, and airlines that hold a strong position at their hubs. This indicates that 

without competitive pressure, there is a possibility for airlines to charge higher ticket prices 

which can lead to less focus on cutting costs. 

Antoniou (1992) examined the effects of several variables on the operating profit margins of 

58 IATA airlines in 1985. Variables such as passenger load factor, the share of capacity-related 

costs, the weighted average age of the fleet age, the population share of passenger traffic, and 

total ton-km available were found to be the most significant. Passenger load factor being the 

only one of those having a positive impact on the operating profit margin. Although factors 

such as the share of international and scheduled traffic, labor productivity, fleet size, and 

average length per departure were not statistically significant, Antoniou writes that they cannot 

be ignored. In his analysis, factors such as weighted fleet utilization, GNP per capita, the share 

of regional traffic, and type of ownership were found to have no significant effect on operating 

profits. The evidence from this analysis suggests that, on average, profitable airlines have high 

passenger load factors, a relatively low proportion of capacity-related costs, younger and more 

efficient fleets, and supplement, as much as possible, their passenger traffic with cargo loads. 

Soyk et al. (2017) develop a sustainable cost-advantage analysis of LHLC airlines versus 

common charter airlines by filtering out revenue and cost drivers that are possibly sustainable 

in the long run. They conclude that there is a 33% operation cost advantage of no-frills point-

to-point carriers. This is in accordance with the unbundling of services that can be seen in other 

LHLC carriers. The 33% cost advantage can be traced to higher seat density, lower fuel costs 

due to younger and more modern aircraft, staff expenses, airport costs and handling, leasing 

and depreciation, and sales and distributions.  

M.De Poret et al. (2015) conduct a study on the economic viability of LHLC airlines focusing 

on using the Boeing 787 aircraft. Their analysis focuses on two trans-Atlantic routes, 

Manchester to New York and London to Los Angeles since most other markets are highly 

concentrated. This route would seem feasible for a new airline. Their findings suggest that 
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route and airport selection is vital since it can significantly affect the airline‘s profitability. 

Selecting secondary airports can thus be effective since they have, on average, lower landing 

and passenger fees, and primary airports have certain restraints on operating hours and slots, 

which could negatively impact future growth. However, primary airports provide an 

opportunity for passengers to self-connect and have better facilities for wide-body aircraft. 

 

3.1 Hypothesis Development 

In an economic analysis conducted by the Oliver Wyman group for 2017, five key revenue 

drivers for airlines, in general, are identified and ranked after their impact in the following 

order: plane capacity, passenger yield, load factor, ancillary revenue and cargo revenue. 

Passenger yield refers to the average amount of revenue generated per paying passenger flown 

in one kilometer. It is calculated by dividing total passenger revenue by the revenue per 

passenger-kilometer. The load factor is the passenger demand relative to available capacity, or 

in other words, the utilization of available seats in percentage terms. Ancillary revenue is the 

revenue generated from bag fees, seat change fees, food, and other services. Cargo revenue is 

the revenue generated from transported freight and mail. An increase in any one of these factors 

should, in theory, increase an airline's revenue. However, these drivers depend on each other 

in one way or another. An increase in capacity could drive down passenger yield, and an 

increase in the load factor could drive down cargo revenue and vice versa. Comparing the 

second quarter of 2016 to the second quarter of 2017 for low-cost airlines, their revenue 

increased by $618 million in the domestic market, mainly due to an increase in capacity, which 

accounted for $496 million. Both the load factor and cargo revenue experienced a drop in 

accordance with the increase in plane capacity. The load factor decreased by 0.1 percent, 

reporting a $9 million revenue loss, and the cargo revenue decreased two percent, causing a $1 

million revenue loss. Thus, there is a small trade-off between increasing the plane's capacity 

and the load factor as well as the yield. However, an increase in both yield and load factor on 

their own has been proven to increase airlines’ revenue (Stalnaker et al., 2018). Following the 

increase in capacity, the ancillary fees provided a $101 million revenue increase (Stalnaker et 

al., 2018). The choice of load factor in similar analysis‘ seems clear, Antoniou (1992) opts for 

the passenger load factor over the possible alternative, ton-km load factor. Given the 

predominance of passenger transport over freight, this choice seems most appropriate.  

 Hypothesis 1 (H1): Load factor has a positive impact on airlines’ financial performance. 
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 Hypothesis 2 (H2): Yield has a positive impact on airlines’ financial performance. 

Ancillary and cargo revenue were ranked fourth and fifth respectively in an economic analysis 

conducted by the Oliver Wyman group in 2018. Their results indicate that ancillary revenue 

varies significantly by business models, with LCCs being more dependent on baggage fees and 

other ancillary fees compared to full-service carriers and charter airlines. Ancillary revenue 

accounted for 11.3 percent of LCCs revenue and 8.3 percent of full-service carriers’ revenue. 

Cargo revenue was considered the least important revenue driver in their analysis and 

represented around 2% of revenue for US airlines in 2017. However, combined, these factors 

make up a substantial part of airlines’ revenue, and we expect it to have a positive impact on 

airline's financial performance (Stalnaker et al., 2018).  

 Hypothesis 3 (H3): Ancillary & Cargo Revenue positively impacts an airline’s financial performance. 

Antoniou (1992) states that all authors were unanimous about the fact that older and less fuel-

efficient aircraft should have a negative effect on operating profitability. Although he points 

out that there could be a correlation between these factors, it does not necessarily mean 

causation. It could be that less profitable airlines are more likely to operate older and less fuel-

efficient aircraft as they cannot afford to upgrade their fleet. In a more recent study, Zuidberg 

(2014) found that airlines operating newer aircraft have higher operating costs per aircraft 

movement. This suggests that the costs of newer airplanes, such as depreciation and leasing, 

outweigh the maintenance costs of older airplanes. There seems to be no general consensus on 

what effect the age of airlines’ fleet has on their financial performance. Thus we find it crucial 

to have this factor in our analysis. 

 Hypothesis 4 (H4): The Age of Fleet impacts an airline’s financial performance. 

The economic analysis conducted by the Oliver Wyman group for 2017 also points out the 

largest cost-drivers for airlines in 2017. Labour was the largest cost-driver and accounted for 

37.2 percent of low-cost airlines’ unit cost. However, we did not find consistent data on labour 

costs, as the airlines sometimes do not differentiate labour costs from other operating costs. 

The second-largest cost-driver in 2017 for airlines was fuel, and between 2016 and 2017, fuel 

costs went up 6.8 percent for low-cost carriers and 14 percent for network carriers in the US. 

These two cost-drivers have over the past years been the largest cost-drivers for airlines, mainly 

due to fuel cost fluctuations, while labour costs are controlled for by contracts that are 

negotiated every couple of years. However, in recent years, many airlines have negotiated with 

pilots and other staff during times of high profitability and low fuel prices, resulting in an 
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increase in labour costs (Stalnaker et al., 2018). However, fuel prices are an external factor for 

airlines since they only have a limited way of controlling for them by fuel hedging, for instance, 

which Zuidberg (2014) and De Poret et al. (2015) claim can significantly cut airlines’ costs. 

Since this is something that the whole industry experiences and tries to take into account, we 

opt to examine fuel consumption rather than fuel prices.  

Hypothesis 5 (H5): Fuel Consumption negatively impacts an airline‘s financial performance. 

High ESG grades have been proven to be linked with various firms' profitability, indicating a 

higher ESG-grade will lead to better corporate financial performance. (Friede et al., 2015). The 

relationship of airlines and ESG could, on the other hand, have different implications since 

airlines emit high levels of Co2, and we are yet to see signs of fully electric or hybrid passenger 

aircraft development. Abdi et al. (2020) set out to discover whether sustainability positively 

impacts financial performance in the aviation industry. Their findings suggest a positive 

relationship between ESG performance and Tobin‘s Q. More precisely, the airlines' 

environmental and governance pillar grades, indicating that environmental and governance 

issues are material for airlines with higher grades leading to better financial performance. 

However, their findings suggest that the social pillar of the ESG grade has a significant negative 

effect on airlines' profitability, implying that airlines' social activity will result in a lower level 

of financial performance.  

Hypothesis 6 (H6): ESG Grades positively impact an airline‘s financial performance. 

Antoniou (1992) finds a positive but not statistically significant relationship between an 

airline’s fleet size and OPRM. Brüggen and Klose (2010)  perform an econometric analysis on 

how the commonality of airlines influences low-cost airlines operating performance. They 

conclude that the fleet size of airlines has a statistically significant negative effect on airline’s 

economic performance. In contrast, the commonality of the fleet is shown to have a 

significantly positive economic impact. The fleet size did, however, have a positive effect on 

the commonality factor, suggesting that a larger homogenous fleet benefits more than a small 

homogenous fleet. With improvements in aircraft technology over time, we build our 

hypothesis on the more recent findings in the literature, such as Brüggen and Klose (2010).  

 Hypothesis 7 (H7): Airline Fleet size negatively impacts an airline’s financial performance. 

 Hypothesis 8 (H8): Airlines Fleet Heterogeneity negatively impacts an airline’s financial performance. 

The literature is vague on specifying the differences between the selected key value drivers for 

LHLC airlines compared to other airline business models. The following hypothesis‘ will thus 
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be constructed with the differences in the respected business models in mind. We would deduce 

that airlines operating the LHLC business model would gain more from a higher load factor 

than other airlines since they need more passengers for the flight to be financially viable and 

turn a profit. Their cargo revenue opportunities are thus less since added load factor reduces 

cargo and freight availability due to high seat density and the associated volume of luggage. 

However, when the load factor is low, adding cargo and freight should be vital for LHLC 

companies to turn a profit. It should be noted that load factor and ancillary fees are correlated. 

With an increase in the load factor, the ancillary revenue should increase as well. There has 

been some debate in the literature on the importance of cargo revenue. Soyk et al. (2017) claim 

that it is not feasible for a LHLC airline to focus on cargo revenue since their routes do not 

necessarily suit cargo transportation. In contrast, Daft & Albers (2012) claim it could be a vital 

profitability driver for LHLC airlines to focus on cargo revenue when possible. De Poret et al. 

(2014) point out that ancillary revenue needs to be high per passenger since it is a big 

profitability driver for the LHLC business model as well as the expansion of cargo revenue. In 

2017, ancillary fees provided a $101 million revenue increase, following an increase in capacity 

(Stalnaker et al., 2018). Whyte & Lohmann (2015) concluded that long-haul airlines could gain 

from cargo transportation. 

 Hypothesis 9 (H9): The Load Factor has a larger positive effect on LHLC airlines compared to other 

airlines. 

 Hypothesis 10 (H10): Ancillary & Cargo revenue has a larger positive effect on LHLC airlines 

compared to other airlines.  

When it comes to the age of the fleet, we anticipate that having a younger fleet would 

be more important for LHLC airlines since a younger fleet is expected to have higher seat 

density as well as being more fuel-efficient, cutting back fuel costs for the airline. LHLC 

airlines usually operate fewer and longer routes, not needing the benefits of smaller aircraft for 

higher frequency short-haul routes. Therefore, we hypothesize that they would benefit more 

from a more homogenous fleet due to regulations, training, and maintenance costs.  

 Hypothesis 11 (H11): Age of fleet has a larger negative effect on LHLC airlines compared to other 

airlines. 

 Hypothesis 12 (H12): Heterogeneity of fleet is expected to have a larger negative effect on LHLC 

airlines compared to other airlines. 

When it comes to the ESG score, we anticipate that LHLC airlines put more effort and work 

into sustainability factors in their operations due to the younger age of the business model and 
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new sustainability conditions that institutional investors have applied to their portfolios. 

Therefore, we expect the ESG score to have a larger positive effect on LHLC airlines compared 

to traditional, more mature airlines. 

 Hypothesis 13 (H13): ESG score is expected to have a larger positive effect on LHLC airlines 

compared to other airlines. 

4. Data & Methodology 

4.1 Data and Sample Selection 

For this analysis, we collected panel data for each of the aforementioned value drivers to 

quantify and compare the effects each driver has on airlines’ financial performance. To do so, 

we run a generalized least squares regression analysis which has the benefit of accounting for 

heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, which can be expected when using time series data. The 

data spans from 2010 through 2019 and is drawn from the Refinitiv Eikon database as well as 

publicly available annual reports. We manually collected data for the ancillary and cargo 

revenue as well as the passenger yield. It is worth noting that the Refinitive Eikon’s ESG grades 

we collected were transformed from lettered grades into numbers ranging from 1-12 to form a 

linear scale of the variable, 12 representing A+ and 1 representing D-. We opt for the grades 

rather than the ESG score ranging from 0-100 since we believe that investors are more likely 

to use the airline's ESG grade than its ESG score, which is on a scale from 0 to 100. Thus, 

making changes in grades more significant than changes in the score. For the General economic 

variables, we retrieved data from the World banks‘ World Development Indicators (WDI) 

database. The WDI database is a collection of development indicators compiled from officially 

recognized international sources. It presents current and accurate global development data and 

includes national, regional, and global estimates (World Bank, 2021).  

We faced some problems when collecting the data. Our analysis is based on time-series data, 

and we encountered some missing data points for some of the variables. To combat the 

possibility of skewed results, we considered the multiple imputation technique using the Stata 

software. However, due to too many missing data points, that method was not possible using 

our dataset. Thus, we opted for the mean imputation technique, which has been used in similar 

literature such as Abdi et al. (2020). However, there are some drawbacks to this technique since 

mean imputation has been found to ignore feature correlations and reduces the variance of the 
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data, which can lead to a narrower confidence interval in the probability distribution (Kubara, 

2019).  

To fulfil the thesis’ purpose, we use variables regarding the airlines’ financial and sustainability 

performance along with general economic variables. Our dataset is panel data of ten years with 

24 worldwide airlines. The airlines were scattered around the world from three different 

continents and vary in market capitalization and business models to resemble the population. 

However, due to data restriction, only four of those are LHLC airlines since we were only able 

to collect data from public airlines in the Refinitiv Eikon database. According to CAPA’s 

definition, there were a total of 21 LHLC airlines operating in 2018, only 4 of which are 

publicly traded. This poses problems for the regression since the selected LHLC airlines are, 

on average, larger and more profitable than the 17 others privately owned LHLC airlines, 

possibly skewing our results. The general sample size of our analysis is relatively small; 

however, it is similar in size with similar research such as Abdi et al. (2020), who present a 

regression analysis with 27 airlines, Francis et al. (2007) present ten airlines in their research 

and Soyk et al. (2017) present 37 airlines in their regression analysis. Table 31 displays the 

airlines used in this regression, alongside an indicator referencing to whether the airline 

employs the LHLC business model or not. 

4.2 Variables 

4.2.1 Dependent Variables 

For the purpose of the thesis, we selected two dependant variables to measure the impact of 

each value driver. First, we selected the gross profit margin since it is a popular metric used in 

the literature to assess an airlines’ financial performance enabling us to compare our results 

with previous literature. The gross margin is calculated by subtracting the cost of goods sold 

(COGS) from net sales and dividing that number by net sales. It differs slightly from the 

operating profit margin, which has been selected in previous literature such as Antoniou (1992). 

The gross margin only figures in direct costs involved in production, while the OPRM includes 

operating expenses like overhead costs. We considered using the OPRM as the dependent 

variable, but the OPRM was not available for all airlines in the dataset in the Refinitiv Eikon 

database. The gross margin, on the other hand, was available for all airlines in all time periods. 

Thus, we opted for a more complete dataset to be a better measurement. Secondly, we also use 

 
1 Table 3 can be found in the Appendix. 
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the total return as the dependant variable in our analysis. Measuring the effect on total return 

serves the purpose of this thesis as it directly affects airlines’ value. The total return measures 

the actual rate of return of investment and includes dividends and changes in the stock price.  

4.2.2 Explanatory Variables 

The independent variables chosen to represent the value drivers in this econometric analysis 

were chosen in line with previous literature and economic theory. We grouped the variables 

into three categories, System, Fleet, and General Economic Variables, as can be seen in table 

4. 
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Table 3: Description of the Variables 

Variable Definition Description Anticipated 

Effect 

Dependent Variables 

TotalReturn Total Return to 

shareholders, 

including dividend 

payments 

(𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒−𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒)+𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
  

gmargin Gross Margin, 

Percent 

Net Sales − COGS

Net Sales
 

 

Independent Variables 

System 

loadfactor Load Factor, Total 

% 

Airline industry measure of the number of 

passenger-km traveled as a percentage of the 

total seat-km available. 

+ 

yield Yield (Cents) The average fare per passenger per mile + 

ac Ancillary Revenue + 

Cargo Revenue 

Ancillary revenue is the revenue generated 

from goods or services that differ from tickets. 

Cargo revenue is the revenue generated from 

transporting freight and cargo. 

+ 

lhlc Dummy variable  Equal to 1 if LHLC, 0 if not +/- 

esg ESG Grade Overall ESG grade on self-reported 

information in the environmental, social, and 

governance pillars. 

+ 

Fleet 

fuel Fuel consumed, 

Gallons 

Total fuel consumption of airlines, reported 

annually. 

- 

age The weighted 

average age of the 

airline’s aircraft 

 +/- 

homp Heterogeneity of 

Planes 

The diversity of the airline’s fleet quantified 

by the number of different models. 

- 

sizefleet Size of Fleet Annual size of fleet reported by airlines. - 

General Economic Variables 

pop Population, total Total population of the origin country. + 

gdp GDP annual growth 

% 

Annual growth of GDP in the origin country. + 
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We selected seven key variables, passenger load factor, plane passenger capacity, cargo 

revenue, ancillary revenue, passenger yield, ESG rating, and a dummy variable indicating 

whether the airline is a LHLC airline or not for the variables representing our system group. 

We were only able to produce data for four of those critical variables due to data restrictions. 

We had to omit plane capacity from our analysis due to data unavailability. The passenger yield 

represents passenger fare per mile travelled, and the passenger load factor is the percentage of 

passenger demand relative to the available capacity of the plane (Stalnaker et al., 2018). Due 

to inconsistent reporting on ancillary and cargo revenue, where airlines often report both 

revenue streams as a sum of the factors, we combined the factors and created a single variable, 

ancillary revenue plus cargo revenue. It is all the revenue generated from bag fees, change fees, 

food, and other services, plus revenue from all cargo transported such as freight and mail. The 

fifth system variable we will be using in the econometric analysis is the airlines’ ESG grade, 

calculated from self-reported performance on each representative pillar, environmental, social 

and governance. The sixth and final system variable is a dummy variable that represents 

whether an airline operates under the LHLC business model or not. The variable is equal to 

one if the airline is indeed a LHLC airline, zero otherwise.  

For our fleet category, we selected four variables, fuel consumption in millions of gallons, the 

weighted average age of fleet, heterogeneity of planes, and the size of the fleet. The fuel 

consumption is measured in millions of gallons consumed yearly by each respective airline. 

The weighted average age is a yearly measurement of the yearly average age of the airlines. 

The heterogeneity of planes refers to how many different types of aircraft an airline operates 

on a yearly basis. The higher the heterogeneity, the more models of airplanes the airline 

operates. The size of the fleet is the number of aircraft reported annually by each airline. The 

average age of the fleet is a factor we include in our analysis due to disagreements about the 

effect this factor has on profitability in the literature. 

We have two general economic variables, the total population and annual GDP growth in the 

origin country. These variables will act as a general proxy for the origin country of each 

representative airline and will be used to measure whether growth in GDP or population of the 

origin country matters for the airline’s financial performance. The airline industry is 

traditionally considered as a largely cyclical one, as stated in previous literature (Antoniou, 

1992; Doganis (1985); Meyer & Oster (1987)). Thus, some variables are needed to capture the 

effect of the general economic conditions on airline operations. 
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4.2.3 Interaction Terms 

To capture the difference in importance and effect the selected value drivers have on LHLC 

airlines versus other airlines, we tabulated ten interaction terms using the LHLC dummy 

variable and independent variables in the Stata software. Each interaction term represents the 

anticipated effect each value driver has specifically on the LHLC business model. Due to 

missing data and our small sample size of only four LHLC airlines, we were not able to include 

the preferred interaction terms in one regression model, so we ran ten different regression 

models with each interaction term in order to quantify the difference. A larger sample of LHLC 

airlines would have been ideal for this research.  

 

4.3 Specification of the Models 

To accomplish this thesis’ purpose, the analysis was conducted to identify the key value drivers 

that contribute to an airline’s financial performance. This was measured by the total return to 

shareholders and the airline's gross margin over the ten years, 2010-2019. A dynamic panel 

data analysis was used to detect the statistical relationship between the explanatory variables 

and the 11 different independent variables. We conducted the Hausman test to check whether 

the regression should be running with fixed-, or random effects, and since our p-value was 

larger than 0.05, we opted for the random-effects model. The selected regression model (GLS) 

enables us to account for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation via clustered standard errors. 

It is possible to run such a regression with robust standard errors, but that method is in effect 

used to get rid of heteroskedasticity in regression models, which our GLS method already 

accounts for, thus we deemed it unnecessary.  

We formulated 20 independent regression equations in total, we display two of them:  

Model 1: 

𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽
0

+ 𝛽1𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 + 𝛽3𝑎𝑐 + 𝛽4𝑙ℎ𝑙𝑐 +  𝛽5𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽6𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 +

𝛽7𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽8ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑝 + 𝛽9𝑝𝑜𝑝 +  𝛽10𝑔𝑑𝑝 +  𝛽11𝑒𝑠𝑔 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡    

 

Model 2: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 + 𝛽3𝑎𝑐 + 𝛽4𝑙ℎ𝑙𝑐 + 𝛽5𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 + 𝛽6𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 +

𝛽7𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽8ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑝 + 𝛽9𝑝𝑜𝑝 + 𝛽10𝑔𝑑𝑝 +  𝛽11𝑒𝑠𝑔 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡    
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The other 20 regression models we formulated each contain a single interaction term between 

our independent variables and the LHLC dummy variable for both dependent variables.  

4.4 Descriptive Statistics 

Presented in Table 5 are the summary statistics for the variables included in the analysis. The 

total return to shareholders shows a mean value of 17.28%, ranging from -70.851% to 

225.706%. The gross margin percent shows a mean value of 43.147%, ranging from 11.601% 

to 76.458%. The load factor has a mean value of 83.261%, ranging from 73.3% to 96%, with 

a standard deviation of 7.987. This shows the stability that airlines have had with the load factor 

over recent years, emphasizing the importance of a stable load factor. The fleet size reports a 

great range between airlines with a minimum value of 9 airplanes, ranging to 1,340 airplanes 

with a mean of 303 and a standard deviation of 277.816. The weighted average age has a mean 

of 9.796 years, ranging from 4.9 to 22.7 years. The yield ranges from 4.360 to 17.790 cents 

and shows a mean of 10.677 cents. The heterogeneity of planes has a minimum value of 1 and 

a maximum value of 11, with a mean of 4.863. This indicates that, on average, the airlines 

operate around five different aircrafts. The ESG scores range from 2 to 10, out of 12 possible, 

with a mean of 6.390, which constitutes an average grade of C+. Fuel consumption had a mean 

of 4,054.124 million liters, ranging from 171.475 to 17,174.400 million liters. The combined 

data of ancillary revenue and cargo revenue had a mean of 1,358.515 million dollars, ranging 

from 25.900 to 48,441.900 million dollars. Due to a relatively small data sample along with 

our method of mean imputation in order to fill in missing data points, some skewness was 

anticipated. In all cases except one, the data was skewed positively skewed. Ancillary & cargo 

revenue and the load factor report the highest level of skewness of 11.021 and 8.032, indicating 

an absence of symmetry in the data. Distributions with large kurtosis, factors displayed in table 

5 that have a four or higher, indicate that the tail data for those factors exceed the tails of a 

normal distribution. Distribution of factors with a kurtosis lower than two exhibits tail data that 

is generally less extreme than the tails of the normal distribution. The kurtosis value gives us 

an insight into possible outliers in the dataset. 
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Table 4: Summary of Descriptive Statistics 

Var/Index Mean Median Max Min Std. Dev Skewness Kurtosis 

TotalReturn 17.828 10.34 225.706 -70.851 50.289 1.386 5.564 

gmargin 43.147 42.25 76.458 11.601 15.301 0.074 2.239 

loadfactor 83.261 82.050 96.000 73.300 7.987 8.032 79.133 

sizefleet 303.227 216.440 1.340,000 9.000 277.816 1.139 3.665 

age 9.796 8.950 22.700 4.900 4.012 1.361 5.448 

yield 10.677 10.200 17.790 4.360 3.333 0.271 2.014 

homp 4.863 4.000 11.000 1.000 2.934 0.580 2.327 

pop 1,912.500 823.300 13,977.10 3.190 28,298.590 3.071 13.219 

gdp 3.157 2.530 25.162 -3.546 2.779 2.819 20.352 

esg 6.390 7.000 10.000 2.000 2.436 -0.390 1.751 

fuel 4,054.124 1,400.000 17,174.400 171.475 4,802.845 1.472 3.993 

ac 1,358.515 784.000 48,441.960 25,900.000 3,513.578 11.021 145.113 

Notes: This table presents the descriptive statistics for the variables used in the analysis; the results were 

calculated using the Stata software. Gmargin, loadfactor and gdp are percentage values. Pop is represented in 

units of hundreds of thousands. If the skewness is less than -1 or larger than 1, the data can be considered highly 

skewed. Data with a normal distribution would have a kurtosis of 3.   

4.5 Correlation Matrix 

We calculated a correlation matrix using the Stata software for our variables. As previously 

mentioned, many of our variables are dependent on each other and thus were expected to be 

internally connected. So, some correlation was anticipated. The results of the correlation 

between our independent variables can be seen in Table 6. We want to take a close look at 

variables that have a correlation coefficient larger in absolute terms than 0.50 since that 

indicates moderate correlation. In addition, we include each correlation coefficient’s 

significance value to verify whether the correlation observed in the sample is expected to be 

true in the population. A p-value lower than 0,05 indicates a linear relationship between the 

variables in the population, otherwise, the correlation is most likely only in the sample and not 

true to the population. As shown in Table 6, fuel consumption is heavily positively correlated 

with the size of fleet and the weighted average age of fleet. This comes as no surprise since the 

larger or older the fleet an airline has, the more fuel it consumes, both relationships are 

significant at a 1% significance level. Fuel consumption is moderately positively correlated 

with both the heterogeneity of planes and airlines ESG grade, both statistically significant at a 

1% significance level. The positive correlation between fuel consumption and ESG grade is 
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surprising but could stem from the fact that larger and better ESG performing airlines have a 

larger fleet and consume more fuel. The final correlation relationship we want to address is the 

negative correlation between airlines ESG grades and LHLC airlines, the relationship is 

statistically significant at a 1% significance level and indicates that LHLC airlines have, on 

average, a lower ESG grade. Correlation does not indicate the impact one variable has on the 

other. Rather it shows whether they move in the same or opposite direction. Due to a relatively 

small dataset and interlinked variables, this was expected to some degree. These results 

emphasize the relationship and trade-offs between the value drivers in the airline industry, as 

has already been mentioned by Stalnaker et al. (2018). 
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Table 5: Correlation Matrix 

Notes: This table displays the results for the correlation matrix calculated in the Stata software. The symbols ***, **, * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% 

levels.  

 

 

 gmp loadfactor fuel sizeflleet lhlc yield ac age pop homp gdp esg 

gmp 1            

 0            

loadfactor 0.128** 1           

 (0.0477) 0           

fuel 0.4142*** 0.0868 1          

 (0.00) (0.2749) 0          

sizefleet 0.4082*** 0.093 0.8197*** 1         

 (0.00) (0.1507) (0.00) 0         

lhlc -0.209*** -0.0956 -0.3632*** -0.357*** 1        

 (0.0011) (0.1396) (0.00) (0.00) 0        

yield 0.3846*** -0.126* 0.5904*** 0.5055*** -0.3947*** 1       

 (0.00) (0.0761) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 0       

ac 0.071 -0.1115* 0.4665*** 0.0044 -0.0556 0.1165 1      

 (0.2888) (0.0952) (0.00) (0.9478) (0.4063) (0.1031) 0      

age 0.4836*** -0.0475 0.7472*** 0.3836*** -0.4028*** 0.4538*** 0.2764*** 1     

 (0.00) (0.4838) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 0     

pop -0.1582** -0.0755 0.3739*** 0.3349*** -0.1727*** 0.2005*** -0.0333 -0.0616 1    

 (0.0163) (0.2541) (0.00) (0.00) (0.0087) (0.0057) (0.6278) (0.3741) 0    

homp -0.0355 -0.233*** 0.6173*** 0.4171*** -0.2598*** 0.1966*** 0.1506** 0.1063 0.4425*** 1   

 (0.6002) (0.0005) (0.00) (0.00) (0.0001) (0.0054) (0.0273) (0.1159) (0.00) 0   

gdp -0.301*** -0.0492 -0.0609 -0.0706 0.0832 -0.1769** -0.0548 -0.1146* 0.2247*** 0.0318 1  

 (0.00) (0.4581) (0.4592) (0.2864) (0.2085) (0.0149) (0.4239) (0.0976) (0.0006) (0.6463) 0  

esg 0.238*** -0.1053 0.5837*** 0.3064*** -0.5193*** 0.1673** 0.2696*** 0.5526*** -0.1506** 0.3585*** -0.0944 1 
 (0.0005) (0.1282) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.0214) (0.0001) (0.00) (0.0333) (0.00) (0.1837) 0 
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5. Results 

In Table 7 and Table 8, we display our results from the 20 different regression models. Each 

model has 108 observations, which is a lower number than would have been ideal, but some 

observations were automatically excluded from the regressions due to missing data.  

Model 1 has the gross margin percent as the dependent variable and boasts of six statistically 

significant variables. The adjusted R2 of the model was 0.6684, which can be considered 

relatively high and suggests that the model explains 66.84% of the variation in the gross 

margin. Similar models in the literature have reported an adjusted R2 in the range of 0.37 to 

0.51 (Antoniou, 1992). The relatively high adjusted R2 in our results could be explained by a 

limited dataset consisting of too few observations.  

The yield reported a negative effect on gross margin. This effect was statistically significant at 

a 1% significance level. Thus, we fail to reject the null hypothesis for H2. This comes as a 

surprise since the literature states that the yield is one of the most crucial value drivers of 

airlines. However, airlines’ increased capacity has a negative effect on their yield, and the 

airline industry has seen an increase in capacity over the last few years (Stalnaker et al., 2018) 

which could somewhat explain the observed effect. The weighted average age of airlines’ fleet 

had a statistically significant positive effect at a 1% significance level on the gross margin. We, 

therefore, reject the null hypothesis for H4. These results are in contrast with Antoniou’s (1992) 

findings, who states in his research that older and less fuel-efficient aircraft have a negative 

effect on the operating margin. However, this is in line with more recent research, such as 

Zuidberg’s (2014) research who reported that older fleets have a positive effect on the financial 

performance of airlines. Heterogeneity of airlines’ fleet had a statistically significant negative 

effect at a 1% significance level on the gross margin, so we reject the null hypothesis for H8. 

These results are in agreement with Brüggen & Klose (2010), who reported that fleet 

commonality has a positive effect on airlines’ financial performance. The reported ESG score 

had a statistically significant positive effect at a 1% significance level on the gross margin, we 

thus reject the null hypothesis for H6. These results are in agreement with the results of Friede 

et al. (2015) and Abdi et al. (2020), who both state that higher ESG grades are positively linked 

with corporate financial performance. The LHLC dummy variable had a large positive, 

statistically significant effect at a 1% significance level on the gross margin. This would be 

somewhat surprising since LHLC airlines have, on average, performed worse compared to 
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others in recent years. However, the LHLC airlines in our dataset are most likely subject to 

bias as they are the only LHLC airlines that are publicly traded and happen to have been 

operating longer than the average LHLC airline. This would most likely not be the case if 

private LHLC airlines were taken into account in the analysis. Both general economic factors, 

the annual GDP growth of the airline’s origin country, and the total population of the origin 

country had a positive relationship with the gross margin. The effect was statistically 

significant for the population at a 1% significance level but was not statistically significant for 

GDP growth. These results are in line with Stalnaker et al. (2018) and Antoniou (1992), who 

both reported that airline’s OPRM increased in line with GDP growth. Antoniou (1992) also 

reports that population has a positive effect on the operating profit margin. The load factor had 

a positive effect on the gross margin. However, the effect was not statistically significant, and 

thus we fail to reject the null hypothesis for H1. Fuel consumption reported a positive effect on 

the gross margin, but the relationship was not statistically significant. We do not find evidence 

in support of H5 and fail to reject the null hypothesis. These results could be explained by the 

fact that larger airlines consume more fuel than smaller airlines and are more likely to have 

significant market share and better margins. The size of fleet had a negative effect on the gross 

margin, but the relationship was not statistically significant. Thus, we do not find evidence in 

support of H7. This is somewhat in line with Antoniou (1992) and Brüggen & Klose (2010) 

since both parties reported that the size of airlines’ fleet negatively affected financial 

performance. Ancillary and cargo revenue combined had a positive effect on the gross margin, 

however, the effect was not statistically significant, making us unable to find evidence in 

support of H3. This supplements research by Daft & Albers (2012) and Whyte & Lohmann 

(2015), who conclude that airlines can gain from cargo transportation. It is also in line with De 

Poret et al. (2015), who claim an increase in ancillary revenue positively affects airlines’ 

financial performance.  

Model 2 has the Total return as the dependent variable and has four statistically significant 

variables. The model has an adjusted R2 of 0.1072, which indicates that the model explains 

10.72% of the variation in the total return. The yield had a statistically significant positive 

effect on total return at a 5% significance level, enabling us to reject the null hypothesis for H2 

at a 5% significance level. This is in line with the report Stalnaker et al. published in 2018 on 

the biggest value drivers of the airline industry. The combined variable for ancillary and cargo 

revenue had a statistically significant negative effect on the total return at a 5% significance 

level. Thus we fail to reject the null hypothesis of H3. These results are in contrast to literature 
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such as Soyk et al. (2017), Daft & Albers (2012), and Whyte & Lohmann (2015).  The 

heterogeneity of airlines’ fleet had a statistically significant positive effect on the total return 

at a 10% significance level. Therefore, we fail to reject the null hypothesis for H8. These results 

are in contrast to the results of Brüggen & Klose (2010). The load factor had a positive effect 

on the total return; however, it was not statistically significant, so we fail to reject the null 

hypothesis for H1. Fuel consumption had a negative effect on the total return. The effect was 

not significant, thus we do not find evidence in support of H5. The size of fleet had a positive 

effect on the total return, although it was not significant, and we do not find evidence in support 

of H7. The age of fleet reported a negative relationship with the total return; however, it was 

not significant, so we find no evidence in support of H4. The ESG score had a negative effect 

on the total return, but it was not significant, so we fail to reject the null hypothesis for H6. The 

LHLC dummy yielded a positive effect on the total return, however, the relationship was not 

statistically significant. When it comes to the general economic variables, the population had a 

statistically significant negative effect on the total return at a 10% significance level. In 

contrast, the GDP of the origin country had a positive effect on the total return, although the 

effect was not statistically significant. 

The selected independent variables had in most cases contrary relationships with the two 

dependent variables, gross margin, and total return. The load factor and GDP were the only 

factors with a consistent positive relationship with both dependent variables. This highlights 

the important distinction investors, airline managers, and debt holders have to make when 

deciding whether the total return to shareholders or margins measure an airline's financial 

performance. 

In order to capture the effect each factor has on LHLC airlines, compared to other airline 

business models, we generated in total 20 regression models with each independent variable as 

an interaction term with the LHLC dummy variable, the results are displayed in Table 8 and 

Table 9. We use both the gross margin and the total return as our dependent variables. Each 

model consisted of 108 observations with the adjusted R2 ranging from 0.5554 to 0.6779 with 

the gross margin as the dependent variable and 0.1070 to 0.1217 with the total return as the 

dependent variable, suggesting that the independent variables better explain the variation in the 

gross margin than the total return.  

Starting with the gross margin as the dependant variable, we report that each interaction term 

has a statistically significant effect on the gross margin at a 1% significance level. This could 
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stem from the fact that our dataset only contains four different LHLC airlines whom all have 

relatively high gross margins. The load factor reported a positive effect on the gross margin 

and the effect was slightly larger for the interaction term than the coefficient for other airlines. 

Thus we reject the null hypothesis for H9. The interaction term for ancillary and cargo revenue 

had a positive effect on the gross margin, while the coefficient for other airlines had a negative 

effect. Thus we are able to reject the null hypothesis for H10. The age of fleet interaction term 

reported a positive effect on the gross margin while the coefficient for other airlines had a 

negative effect. We do not find evidence in support of H11. The interaction term for fleet 

heterogeneity had a positive effect on the gross margin. In contrast,e the coefficient for other 

airlines had a significantly negative effect on the gross margin at a 1% significance level. 

Therefore we do not find evidence in support of H12. The interaction term of the ESG grades 

reported a larger positive effect on the gross margin than the coefficient for other airlines. Thus, 

we reject the null hypothesis for H13. This evidence suggests that LHLC airlines have more to 

gain from good ESG scores compared to other airlines. Neither the interaction term for fuel 

consumption nor the coefficient for other airlines reported any effect on the gross margin. The 

interaction term for the size of airlines‘ fleet had a positive effect on the gross margin, while 

the coefficient for other airlines reported a negative effect. The interaction term for passenger 

yield reported a positive effect on the gross margin, while the coefficient for other airlines had 

a negative effect.  

None of the interaction terms reported a statistically significant relationship with the total return 

to shareholders as the independent variable. This means that we find no evidence that supports 

our hypothesis regarding the interaction terms H9 through H13 when the financial performance 

of an airline is measured in the total return to shareholders. Although the relationships were 

not statistically significant, the interaction terms for the load factor, the size of fleet, the yield, 

ancillary and cargo revenue, the weighted average age of fleet, and heterogeneity of the fleet 

had a positive relationship with the total return to shareholders. The ESG score, however, had 

a negative relationship with the total return to shareholders. 
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 Table 7: Panel Data Analysis  Notes: This table displays the results from regression models 1 through 12. Model 2 has the total return as the dependent variable 

while model 1 and 3 through 12 have the gross margin as the dependent variable. The symbols ***, **, * denote statistical significance 

at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels.  
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Table 8: Panel Data Analysis  

 

Notes: This table displays the results from regression models 2 and 13 through 20. Each model has the total 

return as the dependent variable. The symbols ***, **, * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% 

levels.  
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6. Discussion and conclusion 

This thesis aimed to examine key value drivers in the airline industry. The effect on value each 

factor had was measured by the effect it had on total return to shareholders. A supplementary 

regression measuring the effect on gross margin was set up to compare the results with previous 

literature. An additional focus was set on determining if the key value drivers had a 

significantly different effect on the relatively young LHLC business model. 

Our results indicate that the passenger yield had the largest impact on total return. A 1 cent 

increase in the passenger yield would have a 11.168% increase in total return to shareholders. 

The passenger yield should therefore be considered as a key value driver in the airline industry. 

The passenger yield varies greatly between airlines but is relatively constant over time within 

each airline. These findings suggest that airline managers should focus on increasing the 

passenger yield, and investors should try to identify airlines that focus on yield management. 

Conversely, the passenger yield had a negative effect on gross margin, indicating that a 1 cent 

increase in passenger yield had a negative 2.572% on gross margin. If an airline’s main goal 

was to increase gross margin, possibly to amass cash in order to fund internal growth (David, 

2007), our results indicate that it would not be beneficial to focus on the passenger yield. 

However, the passenger yield and plane capacity are highly correlated. As presented by 

Stalnaker et al. (2018), an increase in plane capacity significantly increases airlines’ revenue 

while the increase in capacity is expected to decrease passenger yield. Due to data restrictions, 

we were not able to include plane capacity in our model, which could explain the impact of 

passenger yield that does not necessarily represent its true effect on value.  

The heterogeneity of fleet had a positive effect on total return to shareholders. The results 

indicate that an increase of one type of aircraft to an airline’s fleet has a 5.92% effect on total 

return to shareholders. The results indicate that a relatively diverse fleet can be considered a 

key value driver in the airline industry. This does not necessarily mean that an airline would 

benefit from an absurdly diverse fleet as the economies of scale regarding training and 

maintenance cost of a homogenous fleet would quickly be eradicated, as Brüggen and Klose 

(2010) mention. Rather, the results indicate that some diversification in the airlines’ fleet seems 

to positively affect the total return. This could be explained by the fact that larger and more 

profitable airlines often have a more diverse operation, operating in short and medium-haul 

markets as well as having subsidiaries that focus on freight and cargo transportation. 

Conversely, the heterogeneity of an airline’s fleet had a negative effect on the gross margin. 
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The results indicate that an increase of one type of aircraft to an airline’s fleet has a negative 

2.619% effect on the gross margin. This could indicate that the cost advantages of having a 

homogenous fleet are possibly better captured in the gross margin than the total return to 

stakeholders.  

Ancillary and cargo revenue had a negative effect on the total return to shareholders. A million-

dollar increase in ancillary and cargo revenue has a negative 0.036% effect on the total return 

to shareholders. However, ancillary and cargo revenue had little to no effect on the gross 

margin. It must be taken into account that ancillary revenue and cargo revenue have been found 

to be negatively correlated with each other (Stalnaker et al., 2018). An increase in ancillary 

revenue can be explained by an increase in capacity, leaving less room in the plane for cargo 

transportation. As previously stated, these variables were combined since airlines often report 

them as a single number. Therefore the results are not expected to represent either variables’ 

true impact.  

The weighted average age of the fleet had a negative effect on the total return, indicating that 

a 1-year increase in the average age would negatively affect the total return of 2.623%. This 

effect was statistically insignificant. However, the effect was statistically significant for the 

gross margin. The weighted average age of the fleet positively affected an airline’s gross 

margin, indicating that a 1-year increase in the average age would increase the gross margin by 

3.003%. This does not necessarily mean that an airline should switch out a newer fleet for an 

older one, which would be very costly. Rather these results indicate that the higher operating 

costs of newer airplanes, such as depreciation and leasing, could outweigh the maintenance 

costs of older airplanes. It should also be taken into account that airlines do not all upgrade 

their fleet yearly, so an investment in newer, more fuel-efficient planes might be beneficial for 

the long term.  

The ESG grade had a negative effect on the total return to shareholders. A one increment grade 

increase would result in a negative effect of 2.248% on total return to shareholders. The effect 

was, however, not statistically significant. Conversely, the ESG grade had a positive and 

significant effect on the gross margin. An increase in the ESG grade would result in an increase 

of 3.699% on the gross margin. These results indicate that airline managers could increase 

airlines’ gross margin by focusing on improving upon sustainability factors in their operations. 

Models 3 through 20 included the different interaction terms for each value driver and the 

LHLC dummy, which measures each value driver's unique effect on the total return and the 
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gross margin of airlines categorized as LHLC. Models 13 through 20 had the total return as the 

dependent variable. However, none of those interaction terms reported statistical significance, 

so we were not able to quantify the direct effect of each value driver on LHLC airlines’ total 

return. On the other hand, models 3 through 12 had the gross margin as the dependent variable, 

boasted all statistically significant effects at a 1% significance level on gross margin. These 

results indicate that there is no measurable difference in key value drivers for LHLC airlines 

compared to other business models. However, there is a significant difference in the factors 

when it comes to the gross margin of LHLC airlines compared to other business models. 

The interaction term for the load factor had a positive impact of 0.368% on the gross margin. 

This indicates that a 1% increase in the load factor will increase the gross margin for LHLC 

airlines by 0.368 percentage points more than other business models. This could be explained 

by the fact that LHLC airlines’ have more to gain from a higher load factor since they need 

more passengers for the flight to be profitable, as well as they have higher aircraft utilization 

compared to other business models, making it harder for them to make up for lost load factor 

in other flights.  

The interaction term for the ancillary and cargo revenue had a positive impact of 0.028% on 

the gross margin. This indicates that a million-dollar increase in ancillary and cargo revenue 

will increase the gross margin for LHLC airlines by 0.028 percentage points more than 

compared to other business models. This indicates that LHLC airlines gain more by increasing 

their ancillary & cargo revenue compared to other airlines, which could stem from the fact that 

LCCs rely heavily on ancillary fees in their operations and how cargo revenue can be a vital 

factor in LHLC operations as White & Lohmann (2015) mention.  

The interaction term for the weighted average age of fleet had a positive impact of 5.416% on 

the gross margin. This indicates that a one-year increase in the weighted average age of fleet 

will increase the gross margin for LHLC airlines by 5.416 percentage points more than 

compared to other business models. These results come somewhat as a surprise as we 

anticipated that LHLC airlines would benefit from having a younger fleet due to higher seat 

density and better fuel efficiency. As mentioned above in the discussion about the weighted 

average age, this does not imply that airlines should focus on exchanging their fleet for an older 

one, rather that the higher costs of newer aircraft could affect LHLC airlines more compared 

to others.  
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The interaction term for the heterogeneity of the fleet had a positive impact of 5.756% on gross 

margin. This indicates that an increase of 1 different aircraft type to the fleet will increase the 

gross margin for LHLC airlines by 5.756 percentage points more than other business models. 

These results come somewhat as a surprise, LHLC operations should benefit more from a 

homogenous fleet since LHLC airlines usually operate fewer and longer routes, not needing 

the benefits of smaller aircraft for higher frequency short-haul routes. These results should be 

interpreted with caution since it does not indicate that airlines should dramatically increase the 

variation of their fleet. Rather they should consider whether there is an opportunity for some 

diversification in their operations, for example, by investing or leasing an aircraft focused on 

cargo and freight transportation and thereby increasing their cargo revenue as well.  

The interaction term for the ESG grade of the fleet had a positive impact of 10.471% on gross 

margin. This indicates that an increase of one increment in the ESG grade will increase the 

gross margin for LHLC airlines by 10.471 percentage points more than compared to other 

business models. The coefficient on this interaction term is quite large and should be interpreted 

with caution. The LHLC airlines in the dataset started only relatively recently publicizing data 

on their sustainability factors and have done relatively poorly compared to other airlines in the 

dataset.  

In our analysis, we faced some limitations. Firstly, we did not have access to financial and 

operational information on privately owned LHLC airlines. The inclusion of privately owned 

LHLC airlines would increase our dataset and better capture the difference in effect and 

importance the key value drivers have on the LHLC business model compared to other business 

models. Data on privately owned LHLC airlines is accessible through professional data set 

subscriptions such as the CAPA data center. Secondly, airlines differentiated in the publication 

on cargo and ancillary revenue, with some airlines opting to publicize these factors as a 

combined sum. It would have been ideal to separate these factors in the analysis, as ancillary 

revenue is correlated with the load factor, and the cargo revenue has been reported to be a very 

important factor on its own in the literature (Daft & Albers, 2012). In some cases, ESG scores 

were only available a few years back in time since some airlines did not publicize data on their 

sustainability factors until recently.  

The airline industry is currently going through a dramatically negative phase due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Plans to adopt new sustainability policies have mostly been put to a halt 

since the main priority has shifted to keeping the operations afloat. However, the call for global 
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sustainability is becoming increasingly louder. The airline industry has to act fast if not to lose 

large institutional shareholders or receiving fines for their lack of co-operation regarding 

regulations (Amankwah-Amoah, 2020). Prior to the pandemic, airlines across the globe had 

increasingly shifted their strategies towards ones that focus on lowering their environmental 

impacts, which are mostly noise emissions, air emissions, and waste elimination. We hope to 

see the airline industry shift its focus again on these issues as the industry gets back on its feet 

after the devastating effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

We would have preferred to include factors such as aircraft utilization, labour costs, average 

stage length, number of hubs, and aircraft capacity in our analysis. However, due to data 

availability restrictions, these factors were omitted from the analysis. Due to missing data 

points, we used the mean imputation method. We would have preferred using the multiple 

imputation technique as mean imputation has been found to ignore feature correlations and 

reduce the variance of the data, which can lead to a narrower confidence interval in the 

probability distribution (Kubara, 2019). The use of the method could explain the high kurtosis 

values for some of the variables. However, the mean imputation method was not possible for 

our data set due to too many missing data points.  

The findings of our analysis have implications for future researchers from a theoretical 

perspective. We analyzed the literature for key value drivers in the airline industry and 

examined what factors had to be included with respect to their impact on the total return and 

the gross margin. The data on the selected value drivers were then collected through the 

Refinitiv Eikon database and airlines‘ annual reports and furthermore adjusted to serve the 

purpose of the thesis. We anticipate that our thesis can act as an addition to the current literature 

in regards to what factors need to be considered when measuring the impact of the industry's 

key value drivers on an airline's market value. The findings have implications for airline 

managers from a managerial perspective as to what factors airlines should focus their recourses 

to improve upon to better the airline's financial performance. As well as equity and debt 

investors from a fundamental analysis perspective, as to which factors have significant effect 

on returns and financial performance. The contrasting results the factors had with the two 

different independent variables highlight the important distinction academics, investors, airline 

managers, and debt holders of airlines have to make when deciding whether the total return to 

shareholders or margins measure the financial performance of an airline, thus affecting what 

factors should be taken into account in decision making.   
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7. Appendix 

Table 3: Airlines used in the regression 

Airlines LHLC 

Air France 0 

Air New Zealand 0 

AirAsia X  1 

Azul 1 

Cebu Pacific  1 

Delta 0 

Easy jet 0 

IAG 0 

Icelandair 0 

JetBlue 0 

Norwegian Air International 1 

Qantas 0 

Ryan air 0 

Spirit airlines 0 

Singapore airlines 0 

Skywest 0 

Turkish Airlines 0 

Volaris 0 

Notes: 1 indicates if the airline operates a LHLC business model, 0 if otherwise. 
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